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Mama, we see you. We know your days are full of joys and challenges, wrapped up in 
the same little packages that wipe jam on your couch cushions and snot on your 
shoulder. We also know this motherhood gig is an adventure that will stretch your limits, 
poke at your insecurities, and change your life in ways you never could have expected. 
Motherhood is wonderful, and it is also hard.   

You are a strong and resilient reservoir of love for your family. You fill their hearts and 
bellies in the daytime hours, and stand by in the wee hours of the night, ready to comfort 
and care even though both come at the expense of your own sleep. You worry and 
wonder if you are doing a good-enough job. We want you to know: You are a hero. 

We hope this guide empowers you to flourish in the quest to love your family well.  Each 
category was thoughtfully curated to help you shift your focus from the struggle to 
positive, practical ways forward. The hard, courageous work of mothering is not a journey 
to be taken alone, and as a chorus of mamas on this journey alongside you, we want to 
cheer you on through the tough days. You’ve got this.  
 
With love,  
The Kindred Mom Team 
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>> Celebrate your small victories. The seemingly insignificant, ordinary tasks you do 
every day are the very things that build memories, encourage character growth, and 
make your home the place where everyone in your family draws strength and love from. 
The small things are not small, and your small victories should be celebrated.  

>>  Recognize that patience is not something you have or don’t have. You develop 
patience by practicing it. 

>>  Set expectations with your kids. Talk them through what is coming up next, what 
they need to be aware of, what they need to have prepared (like having their shoes on or 
grabbing a coat). When they do well responding to what you’ve said, praise their efforts. 

>>  Set & follow a daily routine so everyone in the house knows what to expect. 
Consider making a visual chart for your kids to follow, so there is no question about the 
order of the day or the chores they need to complete. 

>>  Follow through on the things you say. Whether it is a promise to do something or 
a consequence for misbehavior, if your children know you mean what you say, they will 
respond with that in mind. 

>>  When tempers escalate, instead of getting loud, get quiet. Listen. Ask questions. 
Try to see from your child’s point of view and see if you can discern what the core issue is 
that needs attention. 

>>  If attitudes are slipping, pivot your day in a new direction. Re-set with a nap, a 
trip out of the house, or an abrupt change of tone (like a suddenly silly mama, or some 
exciting music to help fuel house-cleaning time). 

>>   Let the kids take a bath. Even if it's 10am. It will change everyone’s attitudes.  

>>  Wake up before your children. It will start your day on the offense, instead of on the 
defense. 
  
>> Have your kids help with the housework. They can help with dinner, cleaning up 
after a meal, bringing things up/downstairs, tidying small spaces, folding towels, and 
folding their own clothes. The kids might require some supervision until they have it 
down, but with a little investment on the front end, you’ll end up with capable, helpful 
kids! 
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>>  In the height of overwhelm, step away from the mess. Close a door. Fill a bin. Go 
for a walk. Come back when you can tackle it with gusto instead of feeling paralyzed. 

>>  Stick to the basics. If everyone is fed, rested, and hugged, the day is a success. 

>>  Let the kids have only 2 messes at a time. If they want more than that, have them 
tidy up first!  

>>  Teach your kids how to help clean up a room by gathering items from the 
perimeter into the center. This will help everyone see what still needs to be put away. 

>>  Invest in help when you need it. If you need someone to help clean your house, 
and your budget allows, hire a professional! Even once or twice a month can be a help.  

>>  Make clean up a game. Find a fun song that you only play during clean-up and 
create a challenge for the kids to see how much they can pick up before the song ends. 

>>  Create capsule wardrobes for everyone in your house. Simplify what each person 
has to wear to cut down on laundry, and minimize the stress in pairing outfits. 

>>  Plan 1 day ahead. Look at what is coming in the next 24 hours and make a list of the 
important things you need to remember.  

>>  Double meals when possible and freeze one meal. On those nights when you 
need a quick solution for dinner you have a meal waiting for you in the freezer. 

>>  Do one load of laundry a day instead of letting it pile up. 

>>  Keep a bag designated for thrift-store donation for when you run into items you 
don’t need anymore. 

>>  For grocery shopping, look into the delivery and curbside pickup options 
available in your area. (Options: Instacart, Clicklist, AmazonFresh, etc.) 

>>  Make a meal plan. Any amount of planning in advance helps when five o’clock hits, 
and having even a rudimentary plan will help you get over the hurdle of what to make.  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>>  Build quiet time into your day. Children can read, nap, or play quietly! Set a timer 
for the duration of the quiet time, and when quiet time begins—do not clean—until you 
have had a 20 minute rest yourself.  

>>  Prioritize rest. TV shows, cleanup, and pretty much every other home task can wait 
long enough for you to take a half hour nap to recharge. 

>>  Have a regular bedtime for your kids. Early bedtimes are especially great!  

>>  Get a babysitter every once in awhile. Sometimes you might want to shop by 
yourself/sleep in your car/get a pedicure/sit in a coffee shop and plan your week.  

>>  Let your kids be bored. Boredom fuels 
creativity! 

>>  Honor your family’s limitations. Honor your 
own limitations. Know your limits and set 
boundaries accordingly. 

>>  Make use of convenience items. When a life 
change happens (baby born, death in the family, 
moving, changing jobs), pre-made meals, paper 
plates, grocery delivery can be a huge help 
during life transitions.  

>>  Be on the watch for burnout. Tired is one thing, burned out is another. If you are 
approaching burn-out, speak up to your spouse, or a friend, and plan a quiet day away 
from home, or a quiet day at home without your kids to sleep.  

>>  Make a plan for the weekend. Talk with your spouse about what tasks need to be 
done, what kind of rest you are both craving, and what you might want to do as a family 
activity so that expectations are clear and everyone’s needs are met. 
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>>  Figure out what is essential. Cut everything non-essential. 

>>  Be aware of mindless social media scrolling.  Prioritize things that are life-giving- 
going to bed early, reading a good book, or watching a movie. 

>>  Say no to commitments that stress you out. Just say no. It's ok.  

>>  Move your body and get those endorphins going. This could be a walk with the 
kids, a workout at home during nap time, or a dance party.  

>>  Get outside, even for 15 minutes. The fresh air will do everyone good. 

>>  Keep whitespace in your calendar. Don’t 
overcommit to extracurricular activities. 

>>  Quiet one space in the house. Remove clutter, 
decorate with meaningful, lovely things that make you 
smile and visit your quiet space when you need a bit of 
calm. 

>>  Pace yourself throughout the day.  Stay hydrated, 
well fed, and take breaks when needed. 

>>  Consider showering at night. Having a long, hot shower without little ones roaming 
the house can be a great de-stressor. 

>>  Play music during the day that puts you in a good mood. 

>>  Use essential oils or a scented candle you enjoy to make your home feel (and 
smell) more peaceful. 

>>  When you feel yourself getting anxious, stop. Take some deep breaths. Say a 
prayer. Meditate on a bible verse or focus on positive thoughts. 

>>  If your anxiety becomes debilitating, seek out help from a trained professional.  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>>  Schedule date nights with your spouse to reconnect. Get a babysitter for a night 
out, or take-out cuisine for a night in after the kids go to bed. 

>>  Throughout the day, stop to make eye contact with your kids when they talk to 
you. So often, it's easier to keep going on the task you're doing, but stopping to really 
hear your child will fill them up! 

>>  Join a mom’s group in your area, or begin your own gathering to connect with 
other moms. You might consider a monthly supper club, book club, or craft circle.  

>>  Create DEAR time with your kids. (Drop Everything And Read). Participate by 
reading to them or reading your own book while they read theirs. You can do this with 
other activities too: drawing, coloring, or listening to an audiobook.  

>>  Purposefully take your kids to places where you can connect with other mamas. 
Some ideas: visit the library story time, the zoo, or the park.  

>>  Start a Voxer group with some of your mama friends. This is a wonderful way to 
connect with friends during the day instead of playing constant phone tag or texting. 
(Voxer is an app you can download to your mobile device.) 

>>  Make a local-area bucket 
list of places you want to visit 
as a family. Ideal activities would 
be day-trips, local attractions, 
favorite food spots, and cheap or 
free destinations where you could 
spend time as a family. The trick is 
to keep the list handy for the 
moments when a stretch of time 
opens up so you don’t have to 
think of an activity on the spot. 
Invite another family to join you! 
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Kindred Mom is a gracious online community dedicated to helping 
moms flourish in motherhood. We believe motherhood is a sacred 
and beautiful journey of discovery and we are committed to 
holding space for moms who are looking for connection, 
guidance, encouragement, and truth.  

Kindred Mom is comprised of a collaborative blog and 
podcast, featuring authentic mothering experiences from a variety 
of women. We seek to provide encouragement and resources to 
help moms feel less alone in their struggle to nurture themselves 
and their families. Whether you are a new mom, an experienced 
mom, an adoptive mom, a step-mom, or any other kind of mom, 
we welcome you here and invite you to participate in this 
supportive community. 

Connect with on Facebook and Instagram. 

If you’d like to receive short and sweet email digest of all the 
things we share on the Kindred Mom blog and podcast, subscribe 
to our newsletter!
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